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            Raising quail — A home grown delicacy

            
                                                            


            
                




By Allen Easterly




Issue #101 • September/October, 2006



Raising quail is inexpensive, easy, provides very healthy low-fat white meat, and supplies the fertilizer you need for...            
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            Animal disease traceability
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            Finding the best dog for the country life
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            Cheaper than Store-Bought Eggs
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            Dorper sheep — Revolutionizing the meat sheep industry
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                How to Resurrect Old, Rusted Tools
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                Clean up your act!
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                10 ways to make money on your land
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                Just for Kids: Killing some time (Create an afternoon time warp)
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                Homeschooling through high school
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                    A Child’s Garden — More than Child’s Play
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            Growing Microgreens

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    





By Lisa Nourse



Issue #176 • April/May/June, 2019

The small town where I live has two small grocery stores and getting a good variety of organic...                
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            Testing Soil

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Tom Kovach




Issue #119 • September/October, 2009



Testing the soil content of a garden is very important and is quite easy to do. Soil tests...                
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            Love Those Green Beans

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Alice B. Yeager




Issue #68 • March/April, 2001



Anyone with some gardening space, a sunny location, and good loamy soil with pH 6.0-7.5 can grow...                

            


        


        

 

Americana and History
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                        Feeling nostalgic? Now you’ll rave! Here’s the story of Burma Shave.
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Martin Waterman




Issue #37 • January/February, 1996



I can remember taking a trip as a child and seeing my first Burma Shave signs. Technically speaking, after 1963 all the 7,000 or so sets of signs were supposed to have been taken down. Still, my discovery may not have been unusual,...                    
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                        Catfish Biscuits
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Danny Fulks




Issue #87 • May/June, 2004



Danny Fulks, 71, grew up in southern Ohio where his parents worked the land and milked cows, and his tightly written stories paint a vivid picture of life back in the 20s, 30s, and 40s. His stories focus on Ohio, Kentucky, and West...                    
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                        The Great Depression — A reminiscence
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Alice B. Yeager and James O. Yeager




Issue #115 • January/February, 2009



I was a girl of 8 when the stock market crashed in 1929. It was the Great Depression, and unless you were living during the Depression years, you can't really understand how tough they were. Our parents knew,...                    
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            Build a chicken feeder on the cheep cheep cheep


            
                                                            



            
                




By Linda Slate




Issue #119 • September/October, 2009



While searching for a large quantity (five pounds or more) feeder for my backyard flock, I kept running...            
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            Shearing, carding, spinning, weaving and creating with Margaret Boos


            
                                                            



            
                




By Annie Duffy




Issue #52 • July/August, 1998



"If you're going to make something that you want to last, why not start with good quality material,"...            
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            Animal disease traceability
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            Beekeeping basics
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            Switch your family to goat’s milk
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            Khaki Campbell ducks — The other egg layer
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                The community treasure chest
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                Start your food storage on $10 a week
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                Survival/utility vest
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                The art of living in small spaces
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                Plant Your Trees in the Spring

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Tom Kovach




Issue #61 • January/February, 2000



Winter is a good time to plan your spring tree plantings, deciding what and where you want to plant. When spring arrives you'll be ready.

Spring is the best...                
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                The Home Citrus Orchard

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Anita Evangelista




Issue #81 • May/June, 2003



It may seem like an impossible dream if you live outside of southern Florida, California, or Texas, but you can grow a home "backyard" orchard of oranges, lemons,...                
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